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The moulds and the rest of the splint caln, of course, be used
repeatedly..

Summary
1;- The aadvisability of .eonserving healthy conjunctiva in a

partially contracted sotket is discussed.
2. Details of operation and a method of pQst-operative splinting

..of.the moilld are described.
/ ~~~~~~~~~I
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ANNOTATION

The Milking'-side Eye
The- milkin-side eye of a cow is the right side, One not in-

freqtiuently finds that people refer to si'des 'of "the body in terms"
connctd with their daily.work.T pled of
pain: in atooth on the port side and Commodore Trunnion, whose
la.rboqrd, eye was missing, are examples fr'om the se'afar'in'g point of
view., -All those who were~born and bred incutry districts must'
hav'evisited the-cow ho'use to, see milki'ng in progress during their-

ood foge wer amn the

childho days. Thatf, and isits tothe.f
diversions of o,ur own youth. One, remlembersL tha4 the milke'r sat
obn a thre'e legged, stool o'n thfe ri-ght ha4nd. sid'e of the anim-al with the'
cheek alongside theyflankof the cow and face di.ectedtowards the
caudal end of the beast.' Ifmilkers sat in any other position the cow'
would be un'able to see -what was going' on,, mnight ge't restive and
upset the pail. The importance of thisin theseoausterity days can

hardly be overestimated.
"Ac correspndent recently wrotr eto dtel, us of a arnier 'who had
asked himn to have a look at one.of his heifers whichThad something
wrong, withitse milking-side eye, and we heard later that the ownter
had developed a' conj nctivtis in his own:iright eye. It may be,
recalled that Angel Clare chose the milking time to declare shi
affection for Tess.,. Old re by this,time had looked rour.d,
puzzled and seing .,two tpeople crouchings under her where, by
immemorieal 'custom, there shouldhtave been--only o'ne, lifted her
hind leg'crossly."

In view of the mechanical aids practised in milking at the present ' ,
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CORRESPONDENCE

time we shall not be surprised, if in a few year's time, very few hand
milkers will be left in this country. Handicraft is being superseded
by mechanism; in our own opinion to the great loss of the amenities
of village life. Few youngsters are taught nowadays to use a scythe
and the same will soon be true of thatching. In the farm yard a
Dutch barn solves this question and they were being used when we
were a boy. But, with prefabricated houses, the old-fashioned
thatched cottage will not last much longer.
The High Church parson who advertised in a local paper for
a communicant who can milk " could not'have envisaged the time

when it would be impossible to obtain the services of a milk-maid,
whether a communicant or not. It seems worth while to rescue
the milking-side eye from oblivion before it is too late.

CORRESPONDENCE

COLOUR VISION IN THE CONSULTING ROOM

To the Editors of THE BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY.

DEAR SIRS,-lt is not easy to understand why Dr. Grieve still
wishes to compare the percentage of colour defectives in my
series of cases with the average found in the whole male sex. If
the figures had been nearer to one another it would have pointed
to a serious defect for, as I have stated, my cases were not chosen
at random and some groups had been combed for defectives before
coming to me. To criticise the low figure after my explanation
is quite illogical.

I attempted to follow precisely the printed instructions when
using the Ishihara plates, the Pseudo-Isochromatic plates, the
Giles-Archer Colour Perception Unit, and the Edridge-Green
Lantern, for details of which Dr. Grieve can peruse the relevant
booklets. I have described the method of using my own lantern.

Dr. Grieve knows that for some years many of us were unable
to avail ourselves of laboratory facilities, and investigations had
to be carried out under adverse conditions. He must realise
that it was quite impossible to have laboratory-calibrated scientific
instruments built to special design, and improvisations had to be
used. Now that these obstacles are r'emoved the findings can be
investigated in the laboratory, but 40,000 cases cannot be examined
"when seated in an arm-chair' by the fire"; conclusions drawn
from small numbers of cases are inconclusive.
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